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AB TRACT A draft quantity through a ventilated air space is analyzed by 
numerical calcu lation and model experiment, and a correlation between the draft 
quantity and buoyancy, following a temperature difference between the vencilated air 
space and circumference, is discussed. At first, a dimensionless theoretical analysis 
method for the draft quantity is shown and a relation between a dimensionless draft 
quancity and dimensionless height f/(bGr) of vencilated air space is defined. Next 
the relation between both values i experimencally verified. As the results, it is made 
clear that the draft quaotity shows a proportional relationship with the temperature 
diffe rence in case a thickness of the ventilated air space is the same and rhe 
dimensionless drafr quantity can be expre sed as a Function of rhe dimensionless 
number (b/ e )G1Pr (modified Rayleigh number) . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In an exterior wall of recent residences, a ventilated air space i generally 
constructed fo r the purpose of air ventilation. However a draft quantity of the 
ventilated air space is hardly researched. The present report therefore aims at 
quanrica1ively explaining a correlation between Lhe draft quantity and buoyancy, 
fo llowing a temperatu re difference between the ventilated air space and 
circumference, and at theoreticalJy obtaining the draft quantity in re ponse co any 
different condition in temperature difference thickne s and height of vemilated air 
space and opening area of air vent. 

2. NUMERICAL CALCULATION METHOD OF DRAFT QUANTITY 
THROUGH VENTILATED AIR SPACE 

A draft quantity through a ventilated air space, which is constructed between a 
heating and adiabatic surface as in Fig.l, can be estimated by equations (1)"'-'(3) of 
continuity, energy and motion. 
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( 
.. p P p {3 _ Po - P ) 
• d= - o' -p(T-To) 

Boundary conditions are expressed by equations (4),.....,(8). 
x=O,O<y<b:u=u,v=O,T=T0 (4) 

y = 0, x 2: 0: u = 0, v = 0, T = Tw (5) 

y = b,x 2: O:u = 0, v = 0, ar /a y = 0 (6) 

x = 0 : pd = 0 (7) 

x = l : pd = 0 (8) 
The equations as described above can be rearranged by introducing dimensionless 
numbers defined by following equations (9),.....,(16) 

U = _!?!!__, V = bv (9) ,(10) 
vG, v 

x y 
X=- Y=-

bG' b r 

(11),(12) 

P= pdb2 8= T-To 
pv 2G? ' T. - T0 

(13),(14) 

G = gf3(T., -T0 )b
3 

p = µcP 
' vi ' ' A 

Continuity, energy and motion equations are rewritten as follows: 

(15),(16) 

au+ av= 0 
(17) 

ax aY 

ae ae 1 a2e 
U-+V-=--

aX aY P, aY
2 

(18) 

au au a2U aP 
U-+V-=----+8 

ax aY aY2 ax 
(19) 

Boundary conditions are represented as follows: 
x = o, o < Y < 1: u = Q, v = o, e = o (20) 

Y=0,X2=0:U=0,V=0,8=l (21) 
Y ., 1, x 2: o: u = o, v = o, a8 / aY = o (22) 
x = 0 : p = 0 (23) 

X = L : P = O (24) 
Then Q (dimensionless draft quantity) and L (dimensionless height of ventilated air 
space) are defined on referring to the dimensionless numbers. 

b-
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L=-1-
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In case difference coordinates are decided as in Fig.2, the value of Q is obtained 
from equation (27) by use of Simpson's low, because the draft quantity is equal in 
every height level of the ventilated air space . 

.1Y( (K-1)/2 (K-3)/2 ) 
Q = - 4 _LU m+l,zj + 2 _LU m+l,zj+l = Constant draft quantity 

3 j-1 1-1 

(27) 

If the values of Q and P, are given as the initial calculation conditions, the values of 
U, V, 8 and P can be solved from the equations (17),.....(19) in every height level on 
basis of the boundary conditions by convergence calculation concerning the value of 
Q, which is obtained from the right side term of equation (27). If the value of L is 
found out (the value of P becomes 0 in this height), the corresponding value of Q is 
obtained. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT METHOD OF DRAFT QUANTITY 
THROUGH VENTILATED AIR SPACE 

Fig.3 shows an experimental model of a ventilated air space, thickness of its space 
can be arbitrarily changed. One side of ventilated air space is constructed by 
plywood and an transparent acrylic board, another side is constructed by an 
aluminum plate, of which temperature can be controlled freely by a flat calorific 
material put on outside of this plate. Fig.4 shows an experimental measurement 
system. We measured draft quantities (velocity of flow) through the ventilated air 
space with smoke wire method, as the visible method of a moving smoke. The 
acrylic board is a window to observe a locus of smoke. A camera is set up in front of 
the acrylic board. We generated smoke in the ventilated air space by passage of an 
electric current through a nichrome wire, which was stretched on under level of the 
acrylic board and to which paraffin oil was applied. Then we took photographs of the 
loci of smoke through the acrylic board, in a state of opening a stop, by periodically 
emitting strobe light into the ventilated air space from the side, and we obtained the 
velocity of flow from the distance of photographed loci in the regular intervals of a 
time (We read the distance of the loci at the middle part of the ventilated air space). 
In the upper part of the ventilated air space (a temperature of adiabatic surface 
approaches that of heating surface), velocity distribution of flow describe a parabola 
between both surfaces as in Fig.5. Therefore we calculated the draft quantities on the 
assumption that the measured velocity of flow is the maximum value of the parabola. 
The draft quantities were measured under different experimental conditions in 
thickness (10, 15, 20, 25, 30mm) of the ventilated air space, temperature differences 
(5, 10, 15K) between the ventilated air space and circumference, and a joint 
framework of air vent is attached or not at lower part of the ventilated air space. 

4. ANALYSIS OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED DRAFT QUANTITY 

Photo.1 and Fig.6 show examples of the loci of smoke and its tracing, for the case 
that the thickness of the ventilated air space is 20mm, the temperature difference 
between the ventilated air space and circumference is 15K, the interval of emitting 
strobe light is 0.5sec, and there is not the joint framework of air vent at lower part of 
the ventilated air space. The locus of smoke moves at regular distance. 
Fig. 7 and 8 (results without or with the joint framework of air vent) show a 
correlation between the draft quantities and the temperature differences. The draft 
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qua111ities indicate a proportional relationship with the temperature differences. 
irre pectively without or with the joint framework in ca e the thicknes of the 
ventilated air space is the same. Fig.9 and 10 ho the correlations between the draft 
quanti ties or the dimen ionics draft quantities Q and dimen ionless number 
(b/ t)GrPr (modified Rayleigh number: Pr times the reciprocal of L). The . ol i<l line 
in the figures represent the cal.culated vnlues, provided that modified Rayleigh 
number · · rc\'ised by using a correction valu' A '/A in the ca e with the j int 
framework. The vulues of Q and (b/ f)G,P, show one-to-one correspondence. Th 
calculated alues agree well with the measured values, whether there is a joint 
framework of air vent or not. namely the draft quantities can be expressed a. the 
function of modified Rayleigh number. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We showed a dimensionless theoretical analy is method. on the basi of equation of 
continuity, energy and motion, to obtain a draft quantity through a ventila1ed air 
space, which is constructed between a heating and adiabatic surface, and defined a 
relation between a dimensionless draft quantity and dimensionless height ( l(bG,) of 
ventilated air space. Furthermore a correlation be1ween the draft quanti1y and 
buoyanc '• fo!Jow ing a temperature difference between the ventilated air pace and 
circumference, i c:xplained ya visible experiment ( make wire method). 
The summar of the results is: The draft quantit indica1es a proportional 
relationship witb the temperature difference in case a thickness of the ventilated air 
space i the sam~. The dimension Jes draft quantity and dimensionles number 
(b/ t)G,P, {modifkd Rayleigh number) show one-to-one correspondence. and th 
value of calculated draft quantitie agree well with that of measured values. In case 
a joinr framework of afr vent i attached at lower part of the ventilated air pace, the 
calculated values agree with the measured one b) making revision for the modified 
Rayleigh number by a correction value A'/A. The draft quantity can be expressed a 
the function of mtidified Rayleigh number. 

NOTATION 
A: sectional area of,. ntilated ai r space A': opening area of air vent. b: thickness of vemilated air 
spac~ [m] ep: speci 1~·.heat of air (J/(kg·K)], G, : Grashof number 1-) g: gravitational acceleration 
[m/s-J, K: horizontal crid number[-] L: dimensionless height[-), l: height of ventilated air space 
[m), P: dimensionle~~ differential pressure between ventilated air pace and circumference [-] , P,: 
P~andtl number[-], p,. ; differential pressure between ventilated air space and circumference [Pa), Q: 
dtmcnsionless draft C\uantity [-] , q: draft quantity [m3/s] T: absolute temperature [K], U: dimension
les velocity of ver: ical directfon [-] u: velocity of vertical direction [mis], V: dimensionless 
velocity of borizont,!I direction [-J, v: velocity of horizontal direction [mis), X: dimensionless 
coord~nates of verti;~ l direction [-], x: coordinate of vcnica1 direction [m), Y: dimensionless 
coordinates of horiz, :11al direction (-] y: coordinates of horizontal direction [ m ], (3 : coefficient of 
v?lu~e expansion [ t K) , 6. X: grid interval of vertical direction [-) !J. Y: grid in terval of horizontal 
d~rCCll?n [-), e: d::i1cnsionless a.ir temRerature [-), ?. : them1al conductivi ty [W/(m. K)], fl : 
v1scos!ly [Pa· s], u : :... in.ematic viscosity [m?/s] , p: specific weight of air (kg/m3

] 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Beca~~e an atrium has a larg( 
cond1tions, the concern is th< 
solar radiation and an increa~ 
example where a double skin 
?f the atrium in order to con tr 
m the atrium. 

2. SUMMARY OF ATRIUJ\> 

The atrium was located in " 
en_velope except the side that f 
skm (outside: heat reflective g 
a roll blind was installed. 
provided around the double sk 
the ventilation, forced ventilat 
part of the double skin (Fig. ~ 
measured value), or natural ver 
lower part (Fig. 3) may be sele< 


